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§1. Introduction and motivation 
An ordinary stochastic differential may be viewed as a differential equation where some 
of the coefficients are subject to white noise perturbations. Perhaps the most celebrated 
example is the equation 
(1.1) dXt dt = (r +a· Wt)Xt; Xo = x, 
which is the mathematical model for, say, a population Xt whose relative growth rate has 
the form r + aWt, where r, a are constants and Wt denotes white noise, which represents 
random fluctuations due to changes in the environment of the population. 
Quite often, however, the nature of the noise is not "white" but biased in some sense. For 
example, if Xt represents the size/weight of a tree in a random environment then a suitable 
stochastic differential equation for Xt would be 
(1.2) dXt dt=(r+a·Nt)Xt; Xo=x 
where Nt is a stochastic process representing "positive noise" in some sense. 
As a second example, consider incompressible fluid flow in a porous medium. Combining 
Darcy's law and the continuity equation we end up with the partial differential equation 
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(in x for each t) 
(1.3) { div(k(x) \7. p(x, t)) =- f(x, t) for x EDt p(x,t) = 0 for x E 8Dt 
k(x) 2:: 0 is the permeability of the medium at the point x E IR3 , f(x, t) is the given 
source/sink rate of the fluid at the point x and at time t and p(x, t) is the (unknown) 
pressure of the fluid, while Dt denotes the set of points x where the fluid has obtained the 
maximal degree of saturation at time t. (See e.g. 0ksendal (1990) for details). Because 
the permeability k( x) is hard to measure and varies rapidly from point to point we find 
it natural to propose a stochastic mathematical model where k( x) is regarded as a 3-
parameter positive noise process. 
There are of course several ways to interpret "positive noise process". For example, many 
papers have been written about (1.3) with the assumption that k(x) is some ordinary 
stochastic process parametrized by x, i.e. k( x) = k( x, w ); w E n, assuming only nonnega-
tive values. 
In particular, in Dikow and Hornung (1987), the following situation is studied: 
(1.4) k(x) = ko(x) · expe(x,w), 
where k0 (·),~(·,w) are (uniformly) Holder a-continuous for each w,e is a bounded process 
and ko is bounded and bounded away from 0. Actually, under these assumptions the oper-
ator in (1.3) becomes uniformly elliptic and one can approach the corresponding boundary 
value problem path wise (i.e. for each w) by known deterministic methods. 
In 0ksendal (1990), it is shown how to solve (1.3) for more general types of k: It suffices 
that k( x) is an A2-weight in the sense of Muckenhoupt, i.e. that 
(1.5) 1 J 1 J 1 s~p( jBj k(x )dx )( TBi k(x) dx) < oo 
B B 
the sup being taken over all balls B C IR3 , dx denoting Lebesgue measure and IBI = J dx 
B 
being the volume of B. In particular, this allows k to have zeroes. 
Here we propose a stochastic approach which is radically different from the methods men-
tioned above: 
We represent the stochastic quantities involved by a suitable functional of multi-parameter 
white noise Wx; x E !Rn. For example, in equation (1.3) we put k(x) equal to some positive 
functional white noise (see §7). Then we look for a solution ofthe corresponding stochastic 
pa~tial differential equation in some generalized/ distribution sense. Finally explicit infor-
mation about the solution can then be obtained by taking averages of the distribution 
solution. The philosophy behind this approach is in a sense similar to the philosophy 
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behind ordinary stochastic differential equations involving white noise: It is better to cal-
culate/solve the equation first and then take averages rather than take the average first 
and then calculate. 
In this report we explain the first step in such a program: Here we will consider only 
1-parameter equations, the multi-parameter case will be discussed in future papers. 
To summarize, the purpose of this paper is to construct a (1-parameter) noise concept 
which is general enough to include good models for positive noise from real life situations, 
yet at the same time allows us to use calculus to solve differential equations involving this 
nmse. 
The key concept in our approach is the functional process, a distribution valued process 
which we construct in §4, after giving some background in §2-3. In §5 we introduce the 
Hermite transform 1-l, which associates to each functional process a (deterministic) complex 
valued function on c~ = {(zl, Z2, •• ·); Zj E c, 3N with Zj = 0 for j > N}. This transform 
is fundamental for our subsequent calculus on functional processes. 
Even though a functional process is distribution valued we show in §6 that one may define 
a functional calculus on such processes, in the sense that one can compose them with 
analytic functions which do not grow too fast at oo. 
In §7 we introduce the concept of a positive functional process and we prove that the 
(Wick) product of two positive processes is again a positive process. This justifies the use 
of this concept to model non-negative growth in a random environment. 
Finally, in §8 we illustrate our method by solving the 1-dimensional version of (1.3). We 
also give an estimate for the (mean square) error that we make if we replace the noisy 
equation (1.3) by the equation where k is replaced by its (constant) mean value. 
Our main inspiration has come from the works of Ito (1951), Hida (1980) and Kuo (1983), 
but it has gradually become clear to us that many other authors have discussed more or 
less related subjects, for example in connection with mathematical physics (renormalization 
etc.). We have included those that we know about in the reference list, and apologize to 
those that should have been mentioned that we are not yet aware of. 
§2. The white noise probability space 
Since white noise is so fundamental for our construction, we recall some basic facts about 
this generalized (i.e. distribution valued) process: 
For n = 1, 2, · · · let S(IRn) be the Schwartz space of all rapidly decreasing smooth ( C 00 ) 
functions on IRn. Then S(IRn) is a Frechet space under the family of seminorms 
where N 2: 0 is an integer and a = ( a1, · · · , ak) is a multi-index of non-negative integers 
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ai. The space of tempered distributions is the dual S'(IRn) of S(IRn), equipped with the 
weak star topology. 
Now let n = 1 for the rest of this section and put S = S(IR), S' = S'(IR). By the Bochner-
Minlos theorem (see e.g. Gelfand and Vilenkin (1964)) there exists a probability measure 
J-l on (S',B) (where B = B(S') denotes the Borel subsets of S') such that 
(2.1) E~'[ei<w,tf>>] := j ei<w,t/>>dJ-L(w) = e-~llt/>11 2 for all</> E S, 
S' 
where 11</>11 2 = II<PIIi2(1J1) and< w, </> >= w(¢>) for wE S'. It follows from (2.1) that 
(2.2) j f( < w, <P > )dJ-L(w) = (27rll</>ll 2 )-~ j f(t)e- 2 11t;ll 2 dt; <P E S, 
S' Ill 
for all f such that the integral on the right converges (It suffices to prove (2.2) for f E 
Cgo(IR), i.e. f smooth with compact support. Such a function f is the inverse Fourier 
transform of its Fourier transform j and we obtain (2.2) by (2.1) and the Fubini theorem). 
In particular, if we choose f(t) = t 2 we get from (2.2) 
(2.3) 
This allows us to extend the definition of < w, </> > from </> E S to </> E L2 (IR) for a. a. 
w E S', as follows: 
(2.4) 
where <!>k is any sequence in S such that </>k --+- </> in L2 (1R) and the limit in (2.4) is in 
L2(S', J-L). 
In particular, if we define 
(2.5) Bt(w) :=< w, x[o, t] > 
then we see that ( Bt, S', J-l) becomes a Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance 
E~'[Bt(w )B8 (w )] = j < w, X[o,t] > · < w, X[o, 8] > dJ-L(W) 
S' 
= J X[o,t](x) · X[o,sJ(x)dx = min(s,t),using (2.3). 
Ill 
Therefore Bt is essentially a Brownian motion, in the sense that there exists a t-continuous 
version Bt of Bt: 
J-L( {w; Bt(W) = Bt(w)}) = 1 for all t. 
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If u E L2(R) we define, using (2.4) 
00 
(2.5) J <f>(t)dBt(w) =< w, </> > 
-oo 
which coincides with the classical Ito integral if supp¢> C [0, oo ). 
If we define the white noise process W,p by 
(2.6) Wq,(w) =< w, ¢> > for¢> E S,w E S' 
then W4> may be regarded as the distributional derivative of Bt, in the sense that, if</> E S 
00 00 
< !Bt(w),¢> > =- J <P'(t)Bt(w)dt = J ¢>(t)dBt(w) 
-oo 
=lim l:<P(t;)(Bti+1 -Bt;)= lim l:<P(t;)<w,x{tJ,tH1 ]> ~ti-o . ~ti-o . 
J J 
= lim < w, ""'</>(t;)X(t· t·+t] >=< w, ¢> >= W4>(w), ~t1 -o ~ 1 ' 1 
J 
where the second identity is based on integration by parts for Ito integrals. 
§3. Generalized white noise· functionals 
In this section we summarize Hida's concept of generalized white noise functionals. They 
will be a natural starting point for our definition of functional processes in §4. For more 
details see Hida (1980) or Hida-Kuo-Potthoff-Streit (1991 ). 
By the Wiener-Ito chaos theorem (Ito (1951)), we can write any function f E L2 (J-L) 
(= L 2(S', J-L)) on the form 
(3.1) J = f J fndB@n, 
n=O 
where 
(3.2) 
i.e. fn E L2(An, dx) and f n is symmetric (in the sense that f n( Xu 1 , Xu 2 , • • ·, Xun) = 
j(x1, · · ·, xn) for all permutations a of (1,2, · · · ,n)) and 
J fndB@n = J fn(u)dB~n 
(3.3) oo u,. ua u2 
= n! J ( J ... J ( J fn( Ul' ... 'Un)dBut )dBu2 ... dBun-1 )dBun 
-oo -oo -oo -oo 
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for n ~ 1, while then= 0 term in (3.1) is just a constant fo. 
For a general (non-symmetric) f E L2 (Rn) we define 
(3.4) J JdB0n := J jdB0n 
where j is the symmetrization of f, defined by 
(3.5) 
the sum being taken over all permutations u of (1, 2, · · ·, n ). 
With J,fn as in (3.1) we have 
00 
(3.6) 11JIIi,2(#L) = L n!llfnlli2(f111n) 
n=O 
Note that (3.6) follows from (3.1) and (3.3) by the Ito isometry, since 
E[(J fndB 0n)( j fmdB0 m)] = 0 for n f. m 
fllln flllm 
and 
00 'U2 
E[(l fndB 0n)2 ] = (n!)2 E[( j · · · ( j fn(Ut, · · ·, Un)dBt) · · · dBun?] 
1111n -oo -oo 
00 'U2 
=(n!)2 • j ···(! J:(ut,···,un)dut)···dun=n!j J:dx 
-oo -oo fllln 
Here Bu(w); u ~ O,w E S' is the 1-dimensional Brownian motion associated with the white 
noise probability space ( S', p) as explained in §2. 
For s E R we define the Sobolev space H 8 = H 8 (Rn) by 
(3.7) Hs = {1p E S'(Rn); ll~llt-•(fllln) := j I·~(Y)I2 (1 + IYI 2 ) 8 dy < oo}, 
fllln 
where {; denotes the Fourier transform of~. Then the dual of H 8 is simply H-s, for all 
s E R. 
The Hida test function space (L2)+ = (L2 )+(p) is the subspace of L 2 (p) consisting of all 
functions f E L2 (p) of the form 
(3.8) J = f j fndB 0n 
n=O 
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A .!!.±!. 
where fn E H 2 (IRn) and 
co 
(3.9) 
ii ntl (IRn) being the space of symmetric functions in the Sobolev space H ntl (IRn). Note 
that by the Sobolev imbedding theorem each fn has a continuous version, so we may- and 
will - assume from now on that each f n is continuous. 
The Hida space (L2 )- of generalized white noise functionals (see Hida (1980), Kuo (1983)) 
is the dual ofthe space (L2 )+. Formally we may represent an element F of (L2 )- as follows 
(3.10) F = f J FndB~m, 
n=O 
where 
(3.11) 
and 
(3.12) 
the action F(f) =< F, f >ofF on an element f E (L2 )+ being given by 
co 
(3.13) F(f) = L n!Fn(fn) 
n=O 
Note that in the special case when F E L2(p,) then (3.13) coincides with the result of 
taking the inner product of g and f in L 2 (J.L ), since, by ( 3.5) and ( 3.6), 
(3.14) 
E[Fj] = f E[(J FndB0 n)(J fndB 0 n)] = f n! J Fn(u)fn(u)du 
n=O IR!n IR!n n=O IR!n 
co 
= L n!Fn(fn) 
n=O 
More generally one can consider the space ( S)* of generalized white noise functionals 
consisting of elements of the form I: J FndB0n where Fn E S(IRn ), equipped with a 
certain topology. See Hida-Kuo-Potthoff-Streit (1991 ). 
In addition to the natural vector space structure the space (L2 )- (and (S)*) also has a 
multiplication called Wick multiplication o, defined by 
(3.15) (! FndB0 n) o ( J GmdB0 m) = J Fn®GmdB0 (n+m), 
IR!n !Rim IR!n+m 
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where Fn®Gm denotes the symmetrized tensor product of Fn and Gm. (If Fn and Gm are 
functions, this means that we first form the usual tensor product 
and then symmetrize the result, so that 
the sum being taken over all permulations u of (1, · · ·, n + m ). This definition extends in 
the usual way to tempered distributions Fn, Gm)· 
and 
(3.16) 
Therefore we can extend in a natural way the product given in (3.13) to work for more 
general F E (L2)-, G E (L2 )- by defining 
(3.17) 
k k 
FoG= k~~(L j FndB 0 n)o(l: j GmdB0 m) 
n=O m=O 
= f J Fn®GmdB0 (n+m). 
n,m=O 
In view of (3.16) we see that FoG E (L2)- if (for example) 
(3.18) 
Remarks 
1) In the literature the symbol : FG : is often used for the ·wick product FoG. For 
more details on the connection between:: and o see the remark following Theorem 
5.1. 
2) Several motivations exist for this definition of multiplication of functional pro-
cesses. We give some of them here: 
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a) First note that multiplication of a deterministic quantity with a random one re-
duces to the usual multiplication. Going one step further, one might say that the 
Wick product can be regarded as the product one would obtain if the two stochas-
tic factors were independent. In general our quantities are of course dependent, 
but in a sense we ignore this when we form the Wick product. This point of view 
is related to the situation in thermodynamics for example, where technically the 
path of a single particle of course depends on the paths of the others, but the 
connection is so weak/chaotic that it is not unreasonable to assume that the effect 
of it averages to zero in time. The Wick product may be viewed as an axiomatic 
way of stating such a principle. Moreover, this special product has the technical 
advantage of preserving the martingale property. And- as we shall see later (§9) 
- the product provides a new approach to the Ito calculus. 
b) Wick multiplication can also be motivated from a renormalization point of view: 
Arguing heuristically we see that white noise Wt may be represented as an element 
of (L 2 )- as follows 
t+At 
Wt = lim : j dBu = j8t(u)dBu, 
At-+0 ut 
t IRl 
where Dt E H-1 (1R) is the Dirac measure at t. 
Therefore one should have, by Ito's formula, 
t+At t+At v J 2 2 dBu) = (D.t) 2 j (! dBu)dBv) + ~t 
t t t 
The additive renormalization of this is 
which motivates the definition 
in agreement with (3.15). 
3) It should be pointed out that the argument above, as well as the notation 
(3.19) J ,o- ~ .!!.±!. FndB'Cin for Fn E H- 2 (IRn) 
IRln 
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from the general representation (3.10) of elements in (L2)-, is just formal: (3"19) 
is not defined as an Ito integral. Nevertheless, (3.19)- slightly modified and gener-
alized- makes sense as a distribution valued process and this is the starting point 
for the type of generalized white noise functional processes (functional processes, 
for short) which we now construct. 
§4. Functional processes 
Let s E Ill and suppose F E H-"(IRn; L2 (Rn)) is an L2-valued H-"-distribution, i.e. F is 
a linear map from H"(IRn) into L2 (1Rn) such that there exists K < oo with 
(4.1) 
where< F, ¢ >:= F¢ := F(¢). 
Then 
(4.2) Y¢(w) = J F¢(u)dB~n(w) 
IJin 
is defined for a.a.w as an L2 (S')-limit in the usual way for each¢ E S = S(Rn). Thus Y 
is a random linear functional on H", in the sense that 
It follows that Y has a version with values in H-r, if 
n 
r > s + 2. 
See Walsh (1984), theorem 4.1. In the following we will assume that this H-r version is 
chosen, so that we may regard 
(4.3) Y(·,w) = J F(·)dB0 n(w) with FE H-"(Rn; L2 (1Rn)) 
IJin 
as an H-r(!Rn)-valued stochastic process. 
For notational simplicity we put 
00 
( 4.4) 
so that if F E H-oo then F E H-k for some k and then we write 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A functional process {X(·,w)}weS' is a sum of distribution valued 
processes of the form 
(4.5) X~(w) = X(</J,w) = f J p(n)(¢/~n)dB®n(w); <P E S,w E S' 
n=OIR!n 
where 
and 
Moreover, we assume that 
(4.6) E[jX(cjJ,w)j2] = fn! J < p(n),c/J@n >2 (u)du < oo 
n=O IR!n 
for all <P E S with II<PII£2 sufficiently small. 
To make the notation more suggestive we often write the functional process X ( <P, w) on 
the form 
(4.7) Xt(w) = f J Ft~~·~,t(u)dB~n(w) = f J Ft(n)dB®n, 
n=OIR!n n=OIR!n 
where each Ft(n)(u) is really an L2-valued distribution in the t-variable, t = (t1, · · ·, tn)· 
The distributional derivative of Xt with respect tot is then defined by 
(4.8) dXt(w) = ~ J .!!:_p(n) (u)dB@n(w) dt ~ dt t,···,t u 
n=OIR!n 
where 
d (n) n f)p(n) 
dt Ft,t,-··,t = (L OX. )x=(t,-··,t)' 
j=l J 
a~. denoting the usual distributional derivative with respect to x j, i.e. 
J 
f)p(n) (n) fJ'lj; . n 
< 0 ,'l/J>=-<F ,~> for'l/J='l/J(xl, ... ,xn)ES(~ ). Xj UXj 
EXAMPLE 4.2. The white noise process VVt can be represented as a functional process 
as follows: 
00 
(4.9) Wt = J bt(u)dBu 
-co 
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where Dt( u) is the usual Dirac measure, i.e. 
< Dt(u), </>(t) >= c/J(u) 
To see this note that, according to the definition above, ( 4.9) means that 
( 4.10) Wq,(w) = j </>(u)dBu(w) 
which is just a reformulation of (2.6). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. By the previous example together with (3.15) we can represent tbe 
square of white noise as follows: 
( 4.11) Wt02 = Wt <> Wt = j 8t(u)8t(v)dBudBv, 
IJI2 
This means that as a distribution valued process W{2 can be written 
W 02 (¢J 0 '1/J,w) = J </>(u)'ljJ(v)dBudBv(w); </>, '1/J E S 
lliP 
In particular, 
W 02 ( </> 0 </>, w) = J </>( u )¢( v )dBudBv(w ); </> E S 
IJI2 
so a more correct notation for W{2 would be Wt°F. 
' 
EXAMPLE 4.4. The functional process 
where 
has a derivative equal to 
{ 0 if u>t 1t( u) = 1 if u < t 
d~t = J(1t(u)8t(v) + Dt(u)1t(v))dBudBv 
= 2 J 1t08tdB®2 = 2(/ 1tdB) <> (! DtdB) 
= 2Bt <> Wt, 
which is in agreement with usual (not Ito) differentiation rules. 
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§5. The Hermite transform 1i 
We now show that to a given functional process X.p we can associate an (a.e. defined) 
function 
1-t(X.p) := X.p: c~ --+ c 
where C = {x + iy; x, yE IR} denotes the set of complex numbers and 
C~ = {(z1 , z2 , • • ·, ); Zj E C, 3N with Zj = 0 for Vj > N}. This connection will be 
fundamental for the rest of this paper. 
Fix an orthonormal family {(k}~1 in L2(1R). Let 
(5.1) X.p = f= j F~n)(u)dB@n 
n=O 
be a functional process, and keep </> E S fixed. Using multi-index notation each function 
Ft\ul, · · · ,un) may be (uniquely) written 
(5.2) F~n) (ul, · · ·, Un) = L c~n)(®a(ul, · · ·, un) 
ial=n 
for suitable constants c~n) = c~n)(¢>), where a= (a1, ···,am), jaj = a1 +···+am and 
This gives the (unique) representation 
(5.3) X.p = f= L c~n) J (@adB@n = L Ca J (@adB@ial 
n=O iai=n a 
The iterated Ito integrals on the right of (5.3) can be computed using the Hermite poly-
nomials hn defined by 
The result is the following: 
THEOREM 5.1 (Ito (1951), p. 162) 
(5.4) J (~a1@ (~a2@ ... @ (~amdB@iai = ft haj (xj) 
J=l . 
where Xj = j(j(u)dBu;j = 1,2,··· 
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Remark. Using Theorem 5.1 we can now explain more precisely the relation between the 
multiplication o defined by (3.15) and the classical Wick product: 
If X is a real Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance E[X 2 ] = a 2 then the 
k'th Wick power of X is defined by 
k k X 
:X :=a hk(-) 
a 
(See e.g. Simon (1974) p.ll). 
For example, if X= J f(t)dBt with f E L 2 (1R) then 
Ill 
k k X 
:X := IIIII hk( iiJii) where IIIII = 11!11£2. 
On the other hand, applying Theorem 5.1 to a= a1 = k, (I = llfll-1 j, we see that 
Thus 
: Xk := x<>k for such X. 
By polarization we obtain, if Y = J g(t)dB with g E L2 (1R), 
2: XY :=:(X+ Y)2 :-: X 2 :-: Y 2 := 2X o Y. 
However, if we more generally consider two random variables U, V of the form 
U = J fndB&;n, V = J 9mdB0 m with fn E L2 (1Rn),gm E L2 (1Rm), 
IJin IJim 
then by the definition on p.12 in Simon (1974) we have 
: UV := UV - E[UV] 
This is not necessarily the same as U o V. For example, if 
U = J J02dB02 , V = J fdB with f = X[o,t], 
IJI2 Ill 
then U = V<>2 so by the above 
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while 
: UV := (Bi - t)Bt- E[(Bi- t)Bt] = Bl- tBt. 
Nevertheless, we have found the relation between<> and: : so close that we feel that it is 
natural to use the name Wick product for <>. 
The next representation of Hermite polynomials is well known: 
00 
(5.5) hk(x) = ~ j (x+iy)ke-·h 2 dy k = 1,2,··· 
-oo 
Define a measure ..\ on the product u-algebra on IRN by 
00 00 00 
(5.6) j f(y)d..\(y) = j ···( j ( j f(Yb···,Yn)e-hf ~)e-h~ ~)···e-h~ Ji; 
-oo -oo -= 
iff: IRN -+IRis a bounded function depending only on finitely many variables Y1, · · ·, Yn· 
(The formula (5.6) defines ..\ as a premeasure on the algebra generated by finite products 
of sets in IR and so..\ has a unique extension to the product u-algebra (Folland (1984)). 
Combining (5.3)-(5.6) we obtain 
(5.7) 
Xcp = f:)j L C01 (® 01 )dB@n = f L C01 j (® 01 dB@n 
n=O !al=n n=O lal=n 
= f L ca[f (x + iy)ad..\(y)]x=J (dB 
n=O !al=n 
where (x + iy) 01 = (x1 + iy!) 011 (x2 + iy2) 012 • • • (xm + iym) 01m if a= (a1, ···,am) and we· 
evaluate the right hand integrals at Xj = J (jdB,j = 1, 2, · · ·. 
CX) 
DEFINITION 5.2 Let Xcp = I: I: c01 J (® 01 dB®n be a functional process represented 
n=O lal=n 
as in (5.3). Then the Hermite transform (or ?{-transform) of Xcp is the formal power series 
in infinitely many complex variables z1 , z2 , • • • given by 
00 
(5.8) 1i(X¢)(z) = Xcp(z) = L L C01 Z 01 = L C01 Z 01 
n=O !al=n a 
where z = (z1,z2,···), Z 01 = zf1 ···z~m if a= (a1,···,am) and C01 is defined by (5.3). 
Remark. The Hermite transform is related to the ray analytic function associated to the 
S-transform, namely z-+ Sf(z<P) := J f(w +z</J)dp,(w) for z E C,J E L2(p,),<P E S. See 
S' 
Hida-Kuo-Potthoff-Streit (1991) for more information about the S-transform. 
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The sum in (5.8) converges for all z E C~, where 
e~ = { ( z1 , z2 , • • ·); only finitely many of the zjs are nonzero} 
More generally, X lfo( z) is defined for all z = ( Zl' Z2' ... ) E eN such that 
(5.9) 
In fact, for such z the series in (5.8) is absolutely convergent, since 
because 
00 00 L n! L c! = L n!IIF(n) lli2(!lin) = E[X~] < oo. 
n=D lal=n n=D 
In particular, if z = (z1, · · ·, ZN, 0, 0, · · ·) and !zkl :::; M for all k then 
< oo, 
so ( 5.8) converges absolutely. Therefore, if we for all N put 
and define 
(5.10) 
then the power series for X~N) converges uniformly on compacts in the variables 
z1, · · · , z N. Hence we have proved: 
LEMMA 5.3 x~N) is an analytic function in (zl, ... 'ZN) E eN for all Nand all~­
From (5.7) we get the following connection between XI/J and its 'H-transform: 
(5.11) 
16 
Since X4>(z) is not defined for all z, the integral above requires some explanation. It is 
defined by J X4>(x + iy)d>.(y) = lim J X~N)(x + iy)d>.(y) N-.oo 
It follows from (5.7) that this limit exists (in L2 (J.L)) if Xj = J (jdB. 
EXAMPLE 5.4 Let X4> = W4> = f ¢dB be the white noise process. If ¢ is fixed, 
p = II<PII£2 # 0, we may regard p-1¢ as the first function (1 in our orthonormal basis { (k}. 
Then 
and (5.11) says that 
00 J </JdB = [ J p · (x + iy)e-h2 ~]x= J c;1 dB 
-oo 
If we don't wish to connect <P to { (k} we may write 
00 
where (¢,(k) = J <P(t)(k(t)dt 
IRl . 
<P = 2)¢,(k)(k 
k=1 
This gives 
W4> = l)¢,(k) J (k(u)dBu 
k 
and therefore 
00 
(5.12) lV4>(z) = _L(<fJ,(k)zk 
k=1 
Hence 
which, after the substitution Xk = J (kdB gives 
The representation (5.11) is useful for explicit computations, but the main reason for the 
importance of the H-transform is the following property: 
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THEOREM 5.5 Let X<!J, Y<P be functional processes such that X<P <> Y<P is a functional 
process. Then 
(5.13) 
Remark. The product on the right hand side of (5.13) is the usual complex product in the 
complex variables z j but a tensor product in the coefficients, i.e. 
Proof. It suffices to prove this when a= ( a1, ···,am), f3 = (/31, · ~ ·, f3k) and 
X<P = J (~adB~iai, y<P = J (~PdB~IPI. 
Then 
and therefore 
. 
COROLLARY 5.6 Suppose X~k is a functional process for all k < n. Then for all 
ak E IR, k = 1, · · ·, n, we have 
§6. A functional calculus on functional processes 
We now use the Hermite transform to show that for a large class of functions f and 
functional processes X ,p we can define a new functional process f o X ,p. The key to such 
a functional calculus is Corollary 5.6, which can be stated as follows (under the given 
conditions): 
(6.1) p(X,p) = [/ p(X,p)(x + iy)d.\(y)]x= f CdB 
n 
for every (complex) polynomial p( z) = 2:: akzk with real coefficients ak, where p indicates 
k=O 
that Wick powers of X ,p are used. 
The idea is to extend ( 6.1) to a larger family of functions than the polynomials. The 
following result will be useful: 
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LEMMA 6.1 Let j(x1, x2, · · ·) E £ 1(.\). Then 
E[f(j (1dB, J (2dB, .. ·)] = J j(x1,x2, .. ·)d.\(x) 
Proof. It suffices to prove this in the case when f only depends on finitely many variables, 
and so we may assume that f E Cgo(Rn) for some n. Then f is the inverse Fourier 
transform of its Fourier transform }: 
f(xl, · · ·, Xn) = (27r) -i · J }(yt," ·, Yn) · ei(x,y) dy 
IJin 
Hence, by (2.1) 
E[J(j (1dB, ... , J (ndB)] = (27r)-i · J }(yi, ... ,Yn)E[ei<w,I:yiCi>]dy 
Din 
= (27r)-"I j }(Yb"',Yn)e-~EYidy=(27r)-n jcj f(x 17 .. ·,xn)e-i(x,y)dx)e-~IYI 2 dy 
!lin Din Din 
= (27r)-n J j(x1,' · ·, Xn) · cj e-i(x,y)-tJyJ2 dy)dx 
!lin !lin 
= (27r)-n j j(x1, · · ·, Xn) · (27r)i · e-tJxJ 2 dx = j f(x)d.\(x), as claimed. 
Din 
Here we have used the well-known formula 
(6.2) 
-oo 
COROLLARY 6.2 Let g: R--+ R be measurable and such that g(X<t>) E L1 (p). Then 
E[g(X<t>)] = j g(J X4>(x + iy)d>.(y))d>.(x). 
In particular, 
DEFINITION 6.3 a) We let A2 = A2 (.\ x >.)be the set of all formal power series 
00 
j(z1, z2, .. ·) = _L) L caza) 
n=O Ja-J=n 
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with real coefficients c0 for all a = ( a1, · · · , am), such that 
j<N)(z) := f(z(N)) is analytic for each N 
(using the notation of (5.10)) and f E £ 2 (>.. x >..),i.e. 
(6.3) 
llflli2(.\x.\) := J J lf(x + iy)J 2 dA.(x)dA.(y) := J~oo J J lf(N)(x + iy)J2 dA.(x)dA.(y) < oo 
b) Define g to be the set of all functional processes X,p such that x; E A 2 (A. x A.) for all 
k=l,2,3,··· 
Remark: 
g is an algebra (under Wick multiplication). 
To prove this it suffices to show that if X,p E Q, then X~2 E g also. And this follows from 
Theorem 5.4. 
Our first main result in this section is the following: 
THEOREM 6.4 (Functional calculus) 
Let Xq, E g and f: C-+ C be given and assume that there exist polynomials Pk : C-+ C 
with real coefficients such that 
(6.4) 
Then 
(6.5) 
defines a functional process. 
Proof. For each k we have that 
is a functional process and, by Lemma 6.1, 
E[I.Pk(Xq,)- Pl(Xq,)l 2] = E[l j (Pk(X,p)- Pl(Xq,)) o (!(dB+ iy)d>..(y)J 2] 
~ E[J IPk(Xq,)- Pl(Xq,)J 2 o (!(dB+ iy)d>..(y)] = IIPk(Xq,)- Pl(Xq,)JJ£2(.\x.\) 
-+ 0 as k,l-+ oo. 
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We conclude that {.Pk(X¢>)} constitute a Cauchy sequence in L2 (J.t). If we write 
Pk(X¢>) = L J F~n,k) dB0 n then 
n 
E[lpk(X¢>)- Pl(X¢>)12 ] = L n!l!F~n,k)- F~n,l)lli2(Lfin), 
n 
so for all fixed n we see that {F~n,k)}k::: 1 converges to a limit GC:), say, in L2 (1R). Hence 
limpk(X¢>) = L J GC::)dB®n, 
n 
which is a functional process. 
EXAMPLE 6.5 The exponential of white noise is defined by 
(6.6) Exp(Wt) := f: ~! w?n := [/ exp(Wt)(x + iy)d>.(y)]x= f (dB 
n=O 
With ljJ E S given we can choose (1 = p-1 ¢Y where p = lll/JII£2 and this gives (see Ex. 5.3) 
Wt(z) = pz1 E LP(>. X>.) for all p < oo 
Hence Wt E 9 and clearly 
k k 
exp(Wt)(z) = exp(pz!) = lim ~ ~1 (pz1t = lim ~ ~1 (Wtt(z), k-oo L..J n. k-oo L..J n. 
n=O . n=O 
the limit being taken in L2(>. X >.). So Theorem 6.4 applies to define (6.6) as a functional 
process. 
EXAMPLE 6.6 The square of white noise is given by 
o2 · J 02 Ytf> = Wtf> = ljJ 0 ljJdB , 
Lfi2 
so, with ¢Y = p(1, Y¢>(z) = p2 zr and hence Y¢> E Q. However, 
- 2 2 1 
exp(Y¢>) = eP z1 which belongs to £ 2 (,\ x .A) only for p < 2' 
but for such ljJ we see that Exp(W$2 ) is well-defined. 
The inverse 'H.-transform 
The 'H.-transform assigns to each functional process X¢> a function X¢ : c~ -t c. Con-
versely, starting with a function g : C~ -t C it is useful to be able to find a functional 
process X whose 'H.-transform is g. Clearly the candidate for X is 
(6.7) X=[! g(z)d.A(y)]x= f (dB 
but the question is for what g this makes sense and defines a functional process. 
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DEFINITION 6. 7 
Suppose that we are given distributions 
(6.8) co(·) E H-00 (1R) and 
(6.9) ca(·) E H-00 (1Rn) for each multiindex a with lal = n ~ 1, such that 
00 
(6.10) 2::::: n! 2::::: c~( ¢>) < oo for all</> E S. 
n=O lal=n 
Then, as shown by the proof of Lemma 5.3, the function 
00 
(6.11) gcfJ(z) := L L Ca(</>)zn 
n=O lal=n 
is defined and analytic on C~, for each </> E S. The set of all such functions g cfJ is denoted 
byP. 
THEOREM 6.8 (Inverse '}{-transform) 
Let gc/J E P. Then 
defines a functional process whose '}{-transform is 9c/J· 
We will use 'H-1 (gcfJ) or fJcfJ as notation for the inverse Hermite transform. (Strictly speaking 
this notation is slightly in conflict with the notation of (6.5), but this should not cause any 
difficulties). 
Proof of Theorem 6.8. If gcfJ(z) = 2::::: 2::::: ca(</>)za then by (5.5) 
n ial=n 
j gcfJ(z)dA(y) =.I: L Ca(</>)ha(x), 
n lal=n 
where 
ha(x) = ha 1 (xi)ha 2 (x2) · · · ham(xm) if a= (ai, ···,am) 
So by (5.4) we get 
x4> := [! g4>(z)dA(y)]x= J (dB= L L Ca(rP) J (0 adB0 n 
n iai=n 
Since E[IX4>1 2 ] = I::n! 2::::: c~(r/J) < oo, we conclude that X4> is a functional process. 
n ial=n 
§7. Positive noise 
We now return to the concept of positive noise, mentioned in the introduction: 
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DEFINITION 7.1. A functional process 
Xt(w) = f: J Ft(n)(u)dB~n(w) 
n=O 
is called a positive noise if 
(7.1) Xq,(w) ~ 0 a.s. for all¢> E S with 11¢>11£2 sufficiently small. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. 
is not a positive noise, since 
00 v 
W~2 (w) = 2 J J t/J(u,v)dBu(w)dBv(w)for allt/J E L2 (1R 2 ), 
-oo -oo 
so choosing e.g. t/J( u, v) = X[o,l] x[o,l] ( u, v) we get 
1 v 1 
W~2 (w) = 2 /(/ dBu(w))dBu(w) = 2 J Bv(w)dBv(w) = Bi(w) -1, 
0 0 0 
which is not positive a.s. 
However, we have the following: 
EXAMPLE 7.3 The exponential of white noise, 
is a positive noise. 
To see this we use the computation from Example 6.5: 
-oo 
00 J 1 J . 1 2 = exp( f/>dB) · ~ e~PY-2Y dy, 
-00 
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Figure la,b,c 
The exponential Exp [W+] of white noise Wt. 
a) A path of Exp[Wt] showing all values.Supp~ in [t,t+l/1~ 
Exp[W] 
30 
lt 
b) A path of Exp(~] showing "fine structure". 
Largest value was 7.0 .Supp~ in [t,t+l/25]. 
Exp[W] 
0.001 5 I 
1. l J lAL 1t 
c) A path of Exp[~] showing "micro structure". 
Supp~ in [t,t+l/100] .The graph is now torn completely 
apart. 
Exp[W] 
-1 
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I I J I lt 
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which combined with (6.2) gives 
(7.2) -! 1 Exp(Wq,) = exp( ¢>dB- 2llif>lll2); ¢> E S. 
In particular, Exp(Wq,) > 0 a.s. 
Computer simulations of Exp(W¢>] for 3 choices of "averages" </>1, </>2, </>3 with supports 
[t, t+ l0 J, [t, t+ 2~] and [t, t+ 1 ~0 ], respectively are shown on Figure 1 (In all cases II<Pillu = 
1). 
Returning to the examples (1.2) and (1.3) in the introduction, we see that a crucial question 
for the usefulness of the concept of positive functional processes is the following: 
If X¢>, Y¢> are two positive functional processes and Xq, ¢ Yq, is defined, is X¢>¢ Y¢> also a 
positive functional process? 
The main result in this section is an affirmative answer to this question, together with a 
characterization of positiveness for functional processes in terms of positive definiteness 
of its Hermite transform. This characterization is analogous to Theorem 4.1 in Potthoff 
(1987), but there the setting, the transform and the methods are different. 
THEOREM 7.4 Let X be a functional process and fix <P E S. Then X¢>(w) 2:: 0 a.s. if 
and only if 
(7.3) 
is positive definite for all n, where X~n\z) is defined by (5.10). 
Remark: Condition (7.3) means the following: 
For all positive integers m and all y<1), .•• ,y(m) E IR~,a = (ai) E C~ we have 
m 
(7.4) L afakgn(Y(j) - y(k)) 2:: 0. 
j,k 
Proof. Recall that F(z) := Fn(z!, · · ·, Zn) := X~n)(z) is analytic in each of the variables 
ZI, · · ·, Zn. 
Let 
(7.5) Hn(x) = Hn(XI, · · ·, Xn) = J X~n)(x + iy)d..\(y) = J F(x + iy)e-h2 (27r )-~ dy 
where y = (YI, · · ·, Yn), dy = dy1 · · · dyn. We write this as 
(7.6) e-~x 2 • J F(z)e1z2 • e-ixy(27r)-1'dy = e-1x 2 (27r)-1' j G(z)e-ixydy, 
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n 1 2 
where z = (z1, · · ·, Zn), z2 = zi + · · · + z~, xy = :E XjYj and G(z) = Gn(z) = F(z)e2z is 
i=l 
analytic. 
Consider the function 
(7.7) 
By the Cauchy-Riemann equations we have 
of =I 8G . e-ieydy = 1(-i) 8G e-ieydy 
8x1 8x1 8y1 
Now 
-oo -oo 
and this gives 
Hence 
f(xi,xz,···,xn;e) = f(O,x2,···,xn;e)e6xt 
and similarly for Xz, · · ·, Xn. Therefore 
(7.8) !( x; e) = !( 0; e)eex = eex I G( iy )e -iey dy 
We conclude from (7.5)-(7.8) that 
Hn(x) = J x~n)(x + iy)d>.(y) = etx2 (27r)-~ I x~n)(iy)e-h 2 e-ixy dy 
(7.9) 
' 1 2 
-x A ( ) = e 2 9n X , 
where §n(e) = (27r)-n/Z J 9n(y)e-ievdy is the Fourier transform of 9n· 
Note that 9n E S and hence §n E S. Therefore we can apply the Fourier inversion to 
obtain 
9n(e) = (27r)-~ j §n( -x)eixedx 
= j eiexHn(x)d>.(x),e E IRn. (7.10) 
Hence, if e(l), e<z) · · · E IR~ and a = ( ai) E C~ we have 
M L a/ak9n(e(j)- e<k)) = J l!(x)l2 Hn(x)d>.(x), 
j,k 
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( ) [ ·.::(j) 1 where 1 x is the vector aje1"' x t:::;i:::;m· 
We conclude that 
(7.11) 
m ~ afakgn(eW- e<k>) = E[l1(! (dB)I 2(! X~n\j (dB+ iy)d.X(y))] 
},k 
--+ E[lf(j (dB)I2 X¢>(w )] as n--+ oo. 
So if X¢>(w) ~ 0 for a.a.w we deduce that 
(7.12) 
m 
nl~~ I: ajO:kgn(e(j)- e(k)) > 0 
j,k 
But with e<t), · · · e<m) E R~ fixed 9n(eU> - e(k)) becomes eventually constant as n --+ oo 
so (7.12) is equivalent to (7.4). 
Conversely, if 9n is positive definite then Hn( x) ;?: 0 for "7- a.a.x and if this holds for all 
n we have X¢>(w) > 0 a.s. by (7.5). 
COROLLARY 7.5 Let X, Y be two functional processes such that X<> Y is a functional 
process. If X ;?: 0 andY ;?: 0 then X<> Y > 0. 
Proof. For</> E s consider x~n\iy)e-h2 as before and similarly YJn\iy)e-h 2 • Replacing 
</> by p</> where p > 0 we obtain from Theorem 7.4 that 
( ) - 1 2 grf (y) := X¢>(ipy)e-2Y is positive definite, 
hence 
(7.13) 
and similarly 
(7.14) 
Therefore the product CTn!n(Y) = (X~n) · YJn))(iy)e-<;>2 is positive definite. 
Choosing p = v'2 this gives that 
(X<> Y);(n)(iy)e-h 2 is positive definite, 
so from Theorem 7.4 we have X<> Y;?: 0. 
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EXAMPLE 7.6 To illustrate Theorem 7.4 let us check that the exponential of white 
noise, Xt = Exp(Wt), is positive: Choosing </> = p(, we have 
Now 
Xt(z) = exp(pz1 ) so that 
g(y). = exp(ipy1- ~y2 ). 
~ ( ') (k) ~ . (j) . (k) 1 ( (j) ("))2 L.,; a/(ikg(y 3 - y ) = L.,; a;ake'PY1 . e-zpy1 . e-2 Y -y 
~( ipy(j) )( ipy(lo)) _.1 (y(j) -y<"))2 > 0 
= L.,; a;e 1 ake 1 e 2 _ , 
since f(y) = e-h2 is positive definite. Hence g is positive definite and therefore Xt 2 0. 
EXAMPLE 7.7 Returning to equation (1.2) in the introduction, we see that Corollary 
7.5 is necessary for our concept of a positive noise to make sense in such a model: If for 
example r = 0, a = 1 so that 
dXt dt = NtOXt,Xo = 1 
with Nt a positive noise, then Corollary 7.5 gives that dJ/ is indeed positive if Xt is. 
§8. The solution of stochastic differential equations involving functionals of 
white noise. 
As pointed out in the introduction it is important that our generalized noise concept 
leads to stochastic differential equations which can be handled mathematically. In this 
section we show that this is indeed the case. The main idea is to transform the original 
noise equation into a (deterministic) differential equation for the Hermite transform. By 
applying the inverse Hermite transform to the solution of this deterministic equation we 
will- under some conditions- obtain a functional process which solves the original equation. 
To illustrate this method we look at the !-dimensional version of equation (1.3), i.e. 
(8.1) (k(t)X;)' = 0 
where 
k(t) = Exp(e:1Yt),e: > 0 constant, 
is our model for the positive noise k(t), and the product is interpreted as a Wick product 
o. Taking 1£-transform we get the equation 
From (5.12) we have 
exp(e:Wt) · x; = C1 (C1 constant) 
VVq>(z) = L(¢>,(;)z;; </> E S 
j 
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So 
which gives 
X~(z) = C1 exp(-c: L(</>,(j)Zj) 
j 
k X~(z) = C1 · kl~~[J exp( -c: ?:(4>, (j)zj)d.A(y)]x= J (dB 
J=l 
k 2 
(by formula 6.2) = C1 kl~~[exp( -c: L(( </>, (j )xi+ e2 ( </>, (j )2 ))]x= J (dB 
j=l 
= Ct · exp( -e j </>dB- c:: II<PIIi2) 
In other words, 
(8.2) 
as we would have obtained by direct formal computation from (8.1). 
00 
(8.3) < G, </>@ 7/J >=% j {</>(u + s)'lj;(v + s) + </>(v + s)'lj;(u + s)}ds · X{u.>O,v>O} 
0 
then if supp 4> C jR+, supp 7/J C jR+ we have 
< ~G ' ¢> @ 7/J >= - < G' 4>' @ 7/J > 
UX1 
00 
= -% j {¢>'(u + s)'lj;(v + s) + <P'(v + s)'lj;(u + s)}ds, 
0 
so 
00 
aa 1 j d 1 < 7:1, ¢>@ ¢> >= -- -d (<f>(u + s)¢>(v + s))ds = --4>(u)¢>(v) 
UXl . 2 8 2 
0 
Hence 
(8.4) d aa aa 
-d Gt = (-;:;-- + -;:;-- )x=(t,t) = Dt @ Dt fort > 0. 
t UX! UX2 
Similarly we see that if we more generally define 
00 
(8.5) G~n) :=< G(n),¢>®n >:= j </>(ul +s)</>(u2 +s)· .. cf>(un +s)ds · X{u.;>O,Vi} 
0 
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then 
In other words 
(8.6) 
Using this in (8.2) we conclude that 
(8.7) 
is the solution of (8.1). 
Computer simulations of this solution with C1 = 1 and C2 = 0 and various choices of c 
are shown on Figure 2. There we have chosen ~(u) = <Pt(u) = i · X[t,t+hj(u) with h = 0.1, 
so X t really means X <Pt • 
The following question is of interest: 
How does the stochastic solution x}e) differ from the no-noise solution X}0) = c2 +Cit? 
How big error do we make if we replace the stochastic permeability k(t) = Exp(cWt) by its 
average k0 ( t) = 1? The answer depends heavily on the ratio between c2 and the support 
h of the averaging function <P(u) = i · X[t,t+hj(u): 
THEOREM 8.1 For c > 0 let 
x}e) = t + f ( -~!ncn J G~n)(u)dB~n 
n=l 
(8.8) 
be the solution of (8.1) with C2 = X~e) = 0, C1 = (X(e))~ = 1. Then 
(8.9) 
and 
(8.10) 
Proof (8.9) is straightforward from (8.8). Consider 
(8.11) 
E[(X}e)- t)2 ] = E[(f ( -~~ncn J G~n)(u)dB~n?J 
n=l 
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Now 
¢>( u1 + s) · · · ¢>( Un + s) # 0 only if Ui + s E [t, t + h] for all i. 
Hence 
t+h 
I(G~n)(u)?du < I I h-2nX{u;+sE[t,t+hj,V'i}dsdu 
(IJI+)n 0 
t+h n oo 
= h-2n j (li j X{u;E[t-s,t-s+h]}dui)ds 
0 a=l 0 
t+h 
< h-2n j hnds = (t + h)h-n. 
0 
Substituted in (8.11) this gives (8.10). 
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